ALL INDIA BHARAT SANCHAR NIGAM LIMITED OFFICERS’ ASSOCIATION.
Central Head Quarters, New Delhi.
Report of the General Secretary placed in the Central Working Committee Meeting of AIBSNLOA held on
21st and 22nd August at Lucknow.
Respected President and dear Comrades,
This is the second CWC meeting of All India Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited Officers’ Association after its
second All India conference held in Kolkata, West Bengal on April 10 th and April 11th 2015. The fist CWC was
held in Jaipur in September 2016. This report is a sincere effort in recording in detail all the important
developments affecting BSNL and its Executives witnessed during the intervening period and the views, role
and activities of AIBSNLOA related to these developments.

2.0 CWC MEETING HELD AT JAIPUR HELD ON 26 TH AND 27TH SEPTEMBER 2016:
2.1 The first Central Working Committee meeting of AIBSNLOA after the AIC Kolkata, was held on 26 th and
27th September 2016, under the Presidentship of Com.K.Rajasekaran, CHQ President. Comrades of Rajasthan
Circle led by Circle President Com Mahesh Pareek & Circle Secretary Com.R.L.Agarwal, assisted by
Com.S.P.Jain, OS (North) & Com. G.H.Ganshyam, DM BSNL CO and guided by Com.O.P.Jat, had made
extraordinary arrangements for the meeting, accommodation as well as dining. Deliberations in the meeting
reflected the enthusiasm and confidence the members have reposed on AIBSNLOA. Speaker after speaker
exposed the failure of three Executive Associations which were part of the Joint Committee constituted by
the Management to recommend on major HR issues. The two associations which enjoyed facilities and
patronage of Management all these years were in for criticism for their inability to settle these issues viz. E2
E3 scales, CPSU Cadre Hierarchy & Superannuation benefits for BSNL recruited employees and for their role
in making the simple issues more complex by taking different stand at different points of time. The meeting
reiterated and approved the stand taken by AIBSNLOA on these issues and urged the CHQ to pursue these
issues relentlessly. The meeting also discussed the Membership Verification of Executive Associations in all
details. The meeting raised doubts about the intention of the Management and the timing of verification.
Management's continued leaning towards the three associations, witnessed in its exclusive discussion with
them on the three HR issues when the verification process is on, was disapproved by the meeting.
2.2 The following resolutions were passed unanimously in the CWC Meeting:
1. Major HR issues viz. Replacement of E1 to E6 scales with E2 to E7 scales, CPSU Cadre Hierarchy and
Superannuation benefits for BSNL recruited employees: The CWC meeting approved the stand taken
by the CHQ all along on these issues and urged the CHQ to continue its efforts on the same line.
2. Stalemate in holding of DPC for promotion to various grades: The CWC meeting requested the CHQ
to explore all possible means to break the stalemate and to ensure early holding of DPCs.
3. Membership Verification of Executive Associations: The issue was discussed in detail and the CWC
meeting expressed concern about the real intention of BSNL Management and the timing of the
notification, when no such verification and recognition of Executive Associations has been heard of
in any of the CPSEs. The meeting also took note of Management’s failure to address the two issues
raised by us viz. minimum facilities to associations securing 2% votes as in the case of membership
verification of non-executives and absence of level playing field as assured wherein the Management
and administrations in the field units continue to favour two executive associations putting the
remaining eight participant associations at disadvantage. The CWC meeting strongly felt that election
in these circumstances will not be fair and free and therefore authorized the General Secretary to
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take appropriate decision at the appropriate time, including seeking of legal remedy if the
Management does not address our apprehensions about its intention to hold Membership
Verification when no other CPSE has ever held such verification or granted recognition to Executive
associations, the timing of the notification – which would divide the Executives who are themselves
part of the management, create animosity between them at a time when BSNL is just showing signs
of a turnaround, non-acceptance of minimum facilities like informal meeting to represent the
grievances of the members of associations not securing 35%/15% votes and absence of level playing
field.
4. The CWC meeting expressed its appreciation in one voice, of the magnificent arrangements made by
Rajasthan Comrades at short notice, for successful conduct of the CWC Meeting.

3.0 MEMBERSHIP VERIFICATION AND AFTER:

3.1
As per the decision taken in CWC meeting Jaipur, we wrote to CMD on the absence of level playing
field and requested to hold election only after ensuring level playing field. But CMD and the BSNL
Management continued to display their lenience towards SNEA and AIBSNLEA by continuing representation
in various committees and discussing major HR issues with the two associations, even mentioning in a letter
that the discussion is being held with the ‘recognized’ association. We sought the intervention by MOSC and
the CLC but in vain.
3.2
Therefore, as mandated by the Jaipur CWC, a writ petition was filed in Madras High Court by
Com.K.Rajasekaran, in his capacity as CHQ President. The following were the grounds for relief in brief:
A) In no other CPSE (Central Public Sector Enterprise) anywhere in India, there exists a procedure for
recognition of any Executive Association and conducting of membership verification. This is because
Executives are part of the management and do not have the right to negotiate. Even the pay scales
for Executives are recommended by a Pay Revision Committee and order issued by the concerned
administrative Ministry. (Ministry of Communications in this case). But non-executives negotiate
with the management and sign an agreement for their pay scales.
B) BSNL has been incurring heavy losses during the past several years and only this year there are signs
of revival due to joint efforts by the executives and employees. Membership verification at this point
of time will create animosity among the executives which will have negative effect on BSNL revival.
C) Trade Union Act is meant for employees and not executives. BSNL relaxing Rule 5 (1) of BSNL (REA)
Rules, 2014, providing executive associations registered under Trade Union Act to participate is
against law.
D) Removal of the condition of one year after registration as on the date of application has been done
without amending BSNL (REA) Rules, 2014. Hence the BSNL letter dated 23.6.2016 is ultra vires.
E) After giving exclusive facilities for two Associations viz. AIBSNLEA and SNEA, BSNL seeks to silence
the voice of other associations, by denying even the right to be heard and right to represent their
members.
F) Even after repeated protests, BSNL continues to treat the two Associations viz. AIBSNLEA and SNEA
specially by including them in various official committees on HR issues. This has put them at an
advantageous position vis-à-vis the other associations and has resulted in absence of level playing
field. Election if held as per the notification dated 25.5.2016 and rescheduled vide letter dated
23.6.2016, without ensuring level playing field will not be a fair election.
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3.3
The amendment to BSNL (REA) Rules, 2014 providing participation of Executive Associations
registered under Trade Union Act was challenged. The notification dated 23.6.2016, revising the schedule for
the election after removing the condition of one year even without formal amendment to BSNL (REA) Rules,
2014 was also challenged.
3.4
The prayer was that the Hon’ble Court may be pleased to issue a Certiorarified Mandamus or any
other appropriate Writ or Order or Direction in the nature of a Writ calling for records relating to the first
respondent’s proceedings made in No.BSNL/9-1/SR/2014dated 25.5.2016, No.BSNL/5-1/SR/2016 dated
25.05.2016 and No. BSNL/5-1/SR/2016 dated 23.06.2016, to quash the same and to consequently direct the
respondents to strictly adhere to the Rules by affording an opportunity of Level Playing Field to the Petitioner
Association and thereafter resort to verification of members forthwith thereto and to pass such further or
other order as this Hon’ble Court may deem fit and proper in the circumstances of the case and thus render
justice. A prayer to stay the operations and all further proceedings pending finalisation of the above Writ
Petition was also made.
3.5
When the Writ petition was taken up for admission on 26.10.2016, contrary to our expectation, BSNL
advocate of Tamilnadu appeared and received notice in the court itself and pleaded that no interim order be
given since he will cooperate to have the final hearing at the earliest. The court accepted this and adjourned
the case without staying the election process. In an unprecedented move, BSNL engaged a senior counsel
by paying lakhs of rupees to defend the case. While the process of filing counter by respondents and
rejoinder by our association was going on SR section became super active and continued to issue orders every
day preparing for the election, including finalization of electoral roll – with all deficiencies, printing of ballot
papers, appointing Presiding officers, Polling officers, appointing observers, securing of ballot boxes and
paper seals. Polling officers were themselves voters and our protest against it did not yield any result.
Although CLC was in agreement with our view that there is no provision for recognition of executive
associations in PSUs, it desisted from intervening. However it decided not to send observers and BSNL had
to appoint observers from its own officers on deputation, in the last minute.
3.6
On 17.11.2016, our advocate moved Miscellaneous Petitions seeking to stay the election process but
in vain. On 28.11.2016, the court heard both sides and ordered that “ The election shall go on and the results
shall be published, but it will be subject to the result of the Writ Petition. Post the Writ Petition after four
weeks.” Thus our effort to get justice from the court failed and the membership verification election was
held on 7.12.2016 as per schedule. Meanwhile some other associations had also gone to court on various
pleas in various courts but BSNL managed that no stay is granted in any case. Our case in Madras High Court
is still pending.
3.7
The results of the membership verification were announced on 9.12.2016. SNEA had secured 20128,
AIBSNLEA had secured 18438 and AIBSNLOA got 760 votes. As expected, we were placed in the third position,
but our expectations of a higher number of votes had been belied. The final figures were far below our actual
strength. It appeared that the executives had been carried away by false promises and high decibel
campaigns by the two associations which were enjoying the facilities and patronage by the Management.
The only silver lining of the results was that AIBSNLOA came first in Meerut and Bharatpur SSAs. We got a
handful of votes even in circles where we did not have a circle body.
3.8
We then observed in our website that “the election result cannot wipe out the truth that AIBSNLOA’s
stand on all the issues are logical, rational and practical, though it may not be attractive. At a time in history
when most people believed that earth was flat, the claim of Pythagorus that earth is spherical was rejected.
But later scientific evidence proved that Pythagorus was right. BSNL Management’s unprecedented and
hectic efforts in holding the membership verification at any cost, are intriguing and the real motive behind
the move may unfold in the near future. BSNL Management and the two associations patronized by it have
won. But the unsuspecting Executives are the real losers. AIBSNLOA has been treading the less trodden
path, full of difficulties and hurdles in its task to safeguard the interests of BSNL and its Executives. AIBSNLOA
will continue in its path, undeterred and with more determination, to achieve its task.”
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3.9
As per the provisions of BSNL (Recognition of Executives Association) Rules 2014, the facility of
deduction of subscription was extended to all participant associations. Reflecting the trend after every
election for recognition of non-executive unions, the membership of recognized association increased and
the others decreased, since consent had to be given openly in writing by individual executives. Instances of
Controlling officers in many places forced their subordinate officers to fall in line, using the threat of APAR.
AIBSNLOA’s membership dropped to around 400 but since then has steadily increased and reached a number
around 500 afterwards despite large number of retirements every month.
3.10 In spite of the setback, AIBSNLOA continued meeting officers in BSNL Corporate Office and discussed
various issues. But problems were faced in the Circles and SSAs where the recognized association which had
become arrogant by now forced Circle Heads and SSA Heads not to meet representatives of other
associations. AIBSNLOA therefore wrote a strong letter to the Management on 17 th March 2017 and had
discussions with Director (HR) and General Manager (SR). We pointed out that denying informal meetings
will be against right of the BSNL Executives to form their own association guaranteed under Article 19(1)(c)
of the Constitution. We also drew attention to the message dated 19.12.2016 from CMD wherein he had
assured that “the relationship of mutual trust and understanding with all the associations will continue and
also hope that all the participating associations will continue to contribute constructively towards the growth
and development of the organisation with the same enthusiasm as they have displayed in the past.” We
requested issue of instructions to all field units so as to remove unwanted confusion at field level.
3.11 On 14.4.2017, BSNL CO has issued orders that "management at different levels has to hear all the
Unions/Associations of BSNL employees though not recognised and resolve the issues of their members as
far as possible subject to administrative exigencies/convenience. As far as redressal of grievances of the
members of various Unions/Associations is concerned they shall be dealt even-handedly on the merit of
each case and irrespective of Unions/Associations they belong to. It is also advised that the Transfer Policy
shall be implemented in a fair and transparent manner."
3.12 This order has put to rest all doubts raised regarding what will happen after verification and whether
we will be allowed to meet the Management in Corporate Office and administrations in Circle and SSA. CHQ
has been meeting officers more regularly now on various issues and has been able to get favourable orders.
Individual cases of our members are being promptly followed up and settled. On common issues too we are
able to have our say. On the contrary, the recognized association and the support association have not been
able to achieve anything they had promised before elections. The majority association promised settlement
of the following issues, stating that a formally recognized status alone can help early settlement:






Financial Viability of BSNL and protecting BSNL from vested interests
Immediate replacement of E1A and E2A scales with Standard pay scales of E2 and E3 before 3rd PRC
30% Superannuation Benefits, Term Insurance and social security
Opposing Tower Subsidiary formation and protecting BSNL from disinvestment and disintegration
Implementation of CPSU Cadre Hierarchy upto AGM Grade as per the recommendations of Khan
Committee
 Implementation of 3rd PRC recommendations in BSNL and upgradation of remaining pay scales
upto E7
 1st TB promotion after 4 to 5 years
 E1A and E2A pay scales from 01.10.2000 for Civil/Elect/ Arch/TF/PA/PS wings
 E1+5 increments for the post 2010 rect JTO/JAOs and equivalent cadres
The status of all these issues nearly two years after completion of verification is known to everyone.
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3.13 On the other side, BSNL Management claimed that “it became imperative to have a recognised
association representing the majority of the Executives with which the management could interact and
resolve their issues. All the associations have been taking up the issues of the executives with varying opinion
on each issue. One recognized association taking up the issues of all the executives in a holistic manner is
necessary for deciding the issues expeditiously.” The management’s experience in the past two years
happened to be otherwise. When the representatives of the recognized and support associations engaged
in wordy duel before Director (HR) recently like school children, the Management would have learnt its
lesson. That is why it has been forced to write now that “It is my desire to create a culture in BSNL where
all the employees whether individually of collectively are encouraged to express their views and I assure
that views wherever they come from will be taken seriously.”
3.14

Interestingly, as a twist of fate, there is no recognized association today.

4.0

FORMATION OF ORGANISATION OF BSNL UNIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS [OBUA]:

4.1
After the membership verification and particularly after the unreasonable and high handed attitude
of major unions and associations, the Federation of BSNL Executive Associations comprising the four
Associations, AIBSNLOA, BEA, TSOA and AITEEA was expanded to include non-executive unions also and
rechristened as Organisation of BSNL Unions and Associations. Ten unions and associations, AIBSNLOA,
BSNLWRU, FNTO BEA, BSNLSU, BTU of BSNL, TEU (BSNL), BSNLEAU, BEA BSNL, TOA BSNL and AIBCTES are
the constituents of OBUA. Immediately after its formation, it sought for a meeting with CMD. Meeting was
arranged and intimation was given to all constituents in writing by SR section. The meeting took place on
16.2.2018.
4.2
Com.Rakesh Sethi GS AIBSNLOA, Com. Rana Pratap GS, BEA, Com. D. K. Agarwal, President, TOA,
Com. S.P.Sharma GS BSNLWRU, Com.B.D.Sharma GS FNTO BEA, Com. Zile Singh GS, BSNLSU, Com. Biswanath
Dutta, GS, TEU (BSNL), Com. Ram Prakash GS BTU of BSNL and Com. V.K.Sharma AGS AIBSNLOA were present
on behalf of OBUA. General Secretaries of two constituent unions were out of Delhi and could not participate
in the meeting.
4.3
The meeting lasted nearly an hour, was cordial and facilitated exchange of views on 3rd Pay Revision
for BSNL employees and formation of Tower Company. On behalf of OBUA two Memoranda were submitted
to CMD and discussions revolved mainly around the two issues highlighted in the Memoranda. CMD said he
was very much hopeful that pay revision will be implemented for BSNL employees this year itself.
4.4
On Tower company, he said that apprehensions about formation of separate tower company are
unfounded and affirmed that the BSNL Tower Company Limited is a subsidiary of BSNL formed with the sole
aim of increasing revenue. Any deviation from the stated goal in the Cabinet decision will require concurrence
of the Cabinet itself. The role of strategic partner, if any in future, will be limited to only monetisation of the
tower
assets
and
there
is
no
threat
of
privatisation,
he
said.
To another query from us, he categorically stated that neither VRS nor reduction in retirement age is under
consideration. BSNL, MTNL merger is also not being considered, he said.
4.5
Since then OBUA has been unitedly pursuing common issues, particularly the third pay revision for
BSNL employees.

5.0 INTRODUCTION OF E2 AND E3 SCALES FOR JTOS, SDES AND EQUIVALENT CADRES:
5.1
It may be recollected that from the moment the BSNL orders on pay revision were issued on 5.3.2009,
which did not mention any pay scale for the pre-revised scales of Rs 9850-250-14600 (E1 A) and Rs 11875300-17275 (E2A) for JTOs and SDEs and equivalent cadres respectively, but left a foot note that revised IDA
scales for E1 A and E2 A will be notified later, AIBSNLOA has been consistently pursuing its studied stand that
the issue can be resolved only by granting E2 scale for JTOs & equivalent, E3 scale for SDEs & equivalent,
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E4 for Sr.SDEs & equivalent, E5 for DEs& equivalent, E6 scale for JAG grade and E7 for SG JAG grades, with
effect from the date of pay revision viz. 1.1.2007.
5.2
On the other hand the two associations then enjoying facilities were asking for equivalent scales for
E1A and E2A. After seven years, they along with another association of BSNL recruited executives became
party to the Khan Committee recommendation that “The standard pay scales for JTO and equivalent grades
in replacement of the pre-revised E 1A pays scales may be fixed at E2 level in revised scale. Similarly, those
of SDE and equivalent grades may be replaced from pre-revised E2A pay scale to E3 in the revised scale.
Necessary changes in the EPP may be made, if required, and also the approval of DoT for issues of related
pension outgo, gratuity etc., may be sought by concerned wings of BSNL.”
5.3
Till February 2016, the three associations together pursued implementation of their own
recommendations through Khan Committee. But differences cropped up among them. One association
wanted settlement of E2 and E3 scales alone immediately by keeping both SDE and Sr.SDE in E3 scale and
amending Executive Promotion Policy to this effect. The other two associations which were also part of the
committee started pressing for implementation of Khan Committee report in its spirit and totality by
replacing E1A with E2 and E2A with E3 without the need to touch EPP. There was a war of words among
them. Both sides gave call for agitations separately to press their own stands. None of them demanded
replacement of E1 to E6 scales with E2 to E7 scales.
5.4
Rejecting the demand by these associations, BSNL Management, with all the inputs available,
including the fact that the Khan Committee recommendations were non-implementable and will create
numerous anomalies and the fact that there will be no financial implication, as repeatedly pointed out by us,
in replacing E1 to E6 scales with E2 to E7 scales, other than for new entrants after 1.1.2007, except for
increase in Pension contribution to the Government, took the prudent decision to recommend replacement
of all scales from E1 to E6 with E2 to E7, which has been the demand of AIBSNLOA alone from the beginning.
BSNL sent the proposal for approval by DoT.
5.5
On 9.8.2016, DoT rejected BSNL proposal stating that “considering the present financial position of
the company and the huge financial burden on the Government Exchequer in the shape of revised pensionary
benefits and recurring burden on pension if implemented, the proposal cannot be acceded to.”
5.6
We reacted immediately and wrote to the Minister of Communications, pointing out that, “The
observations are outrageous and contemptuous in the background of the declaration by Hon’ble Prime
Minister of India during his Independence Day speech from the Red Fort that “We have succeeded in bringing
BSNL to operational profit for the first time.” Moreover, DoT's concern about 'huge financial burden on
Government Exchequer is far from any truth as there will be no additional financial implication either for
BSNL or for the Government in upgrading the E3 to E6 scales as all would have crossed the minimum of the
next higher scales and there will be no impact on pension too. The financial implication in replacing the E1A
and E2A pay scales with E2 and E3 pay scales for JTOs & their equivalent cadres and SDEs & their equivalent
cadres respectively is minimal and major portion of the additional cost estimated by BSNL will be Pension
Contribution to be paid to the Government only. But this small gesture will benefit BSNL by providing an
atmosphere to retain the services of young new entrants and ensure that they are not forced to migrate to
other organisations in search of higher emoluments. In fact, because of the delay by BSNL in taking a decision
on the issue, during the past seven years, many JTOs/JAOs have already left BSNL opting for even other PSUs
having one level higher pay scales.”
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5.7
We therefore requested the intervention of MoC and direction to DoT to review its decision and to
approve the proposal by BSNL as such so as to ensure that the morale of the Executives does not suffer any
downfall at this crucial juncture when BSNL is showing signs of a turnaround. Any false and unjustified move
by DOT is bound to have adverse impact on the sincere attempt being made by the Government to make
BSNL financially more strong.
5.8
A few months after the verification process was completed, DoT again reviewed and rejected BSNL
proposals and on 29.3.2017 issued Presidential Order approving E1 scale of 16400-40500 for JTOs &
equivalents and E2 scale of 20600-46500 for SDEs & equivalents in respect of new entrants. However the pay
of absorbed appointees in the cadre of JTOs & equivalents drawing pay in the scale of 9850-14600 and those
employees appointed as JTO & equivalent either by Direct Recruitment or on promotion and placed in the
pay scale of 9850-14600, will be revised in the scale of 18850-40500 as personal to the incumbent. Similarly,
the pay of absorbed appointees in the cadre of SDEs & equivalents drawing pay in the scale of 11875-17275
and those employees appointed as JTO & equivalent either by Direct Recruitment or on promotion and
placed in the pay scale of 11875-17275, will be revised in the scale of 22800-46500 as personal to the
incumbent.
5.9
This Presidential order approving E1 scale as equivalent to the pre-revised E1A scale and E2 scale as
equivalent to the pre-revised E2A scale came as a shocking development, although it was known that AST,
DoT had spelt out this stand even before the Membership Verification was held.
5.10 Three Associations who were part of the Khan Committee, constituted by BSNL, announced protest
demonstrations separately, with one association changing camp after the verification. General Secretary
AIBSNLOA took part in both the demonstrations and extended moral support of AIBSNLOA. Later in a
meeting with all the three associations together, he made it clear that any future course of agitation should
be decided jointly after meeting the BSNL Management together, which is reported to be still standing by its
proposal and is seeking review of DoT’s Presidential order.
5.11 BSNL had informed DoT that “Under 2nd PRC w.e.f. 01.01.2007, the revised pay (78.2% fixation)
corresponding to minimum of the pre-revised E1A scale (Rs.9850-14600) is Rs.22820/- which is higher than
the minimum of the revised E2 pay scale. Thus, all executives in pre-revised E1A scale as on 1.1.2007 would
be drawing higher than the minimum of revised E2 scale. Similarly, in all scales except E-6 the revised pay is
higher than the minimum of the next higher scale as per 78.2% IDA pay fixation.”
5.12 While reminding DoT that “BSNL is paying pension contribution to Government in respect of
absorbed employees calculated on the maximum of the pay scales, BSNL states that the estimated additional
pension contribution of approximately Rs.315 Crores for the period from 1.1.2007 to 31.3.2016 will be paid
to DoT once the proposal is approved. Thus it is claimed that there would not be any burden on Government
exchequer by way of recurring pensionary benefits.”
5.13 The above was exactly the consistent stand of AIBSNLOA on the issue during the past several years,
even the expression in words remaining more or less the same. But the present recognised Association then
advocated that only replacement of E1A and E2A with E2 and E3 scales was possible since upgradation of
other pay scales will not be agreeable to DoT because of additional financial burden. This was based on AST
DoT observation that “Theoretically the process is neutral to financial benefits as it is only re-fixation in
another pay scale and practically the process of rounding off during fixation may have marginally higher
financial outlays and is not neutral.” Instead of explaining to AST DoT that rounding off with 78.2% has already
been done and there will not be even a single rupee additional financial outlay, the said association took
AST’s observation as a support to its stand for seeking only replacement of E1A and E2A scales.
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5.14 AIBSNLOA believes that rationale and justification behind an issue, uncompromised belief in its
settlement and taking everyone together are the stepping stones for success of any issue.
AIBSNLOA
therefore said that it will be part of any struggle decided on this basis. Even otherwise, it will still extend its
moral support.
5.15 On 2.5.2017 CHQ wrote to MOSC requesting him to advise DoT and BSNL to sit together and resolve
this issue once for all, in order to remove aberrations as per DPE’s guidelines and also in order to remove the
disparity in pay scales of BSNL and MTNL Executives.' Again on 9.6.2017 we wrote to Secretary DoT pointing
out that “Now that the implementation of 3rd Pay Revision Committee’s recommendations is expected within
a month, allowing upgradation of E3 - E6 scales to hang fire, will create unnecessary chaos and disharmony.
In that case, SDEs and Sr.SDEs will continue to be placed in the E3 scale in the revised pay scales too, carrying
over the disparity and anomaly into the future” and requested to cause Replacement of E1A and E2A pay
scales with E2 and E3 pay scales and upgradation of E3 - E6 pay scales to E4-E7 pay scales in BSNL through a
single Presidential Order, which will not increase the pension burden on the Government and BSNL’s
additional expenditure will be marginal. That too will be paid only to the DoT in the form of additional
pension contribution.
5.16 In November 2017, the recognised association issued a circular about its so called achievement in
settling Cadre Hierarchy, mentioning the details of BSNL proposal in this regard where JTO and SDE grades
were shown carrying E1 and E2 scales respectively. This showed their silent acceptance of DoT’s order.
However facing criticism over this, they again went to DPE.
5.17 On 11.6.2018, we met Director (PSU) DoT and requested him to use his good offices to settle the
issue favourably. He informed us that proposal was sent to DPE and DoE for their comments but comments
received from both are not positive and both the departments have said that this issue can be decided by
the concern administrative ministry. As pay scale for JTO, SDE & equivalent cadre has already been decided
by the DoT and conveyed to BSNL, no further action is required from DoT side. We requested Director (PSU),
DoT that DoT, being an administrative ministry, should take an appropriate action in this regard to keep the
morale of BSNL executives high, especially newly recruited JTOs/JAOs. Director (PSU) assured us that he will
look into it.
5.18 In its letter to DPE on the issue, DOT has come up with a new argument that E1A and E2A scales were
granted at the time of absorption, only to the absorbed executives but BSNL had erroneously implemented
the scales for BSNL recruited executives too. “Since BSNL has recruited employees in E1A and E2A since its
inception in the year 2000, while issuing Presidential order (dated 29.3.2017) this was kept in mind and
therefore the order gave protection to the pay such employees were drawing. If a decision was taken to put
all employees of E1A in E2 and E2A in E3, this could have led to actual hardship and lowering of scale. Instead
the Presidential order protected the pay of these employees.” DPE has also accepted DoT’s argument and
has stated that “'Also it appears that introducing E1A and E2A scales was only a one time dispensation to
accommodate DoT employees who got absorbed in BSNL on 1st October 2000. Therefore the same adhoc
arrangement cannot continue indefinitely.' It has also conveyed its disinclination to intervene further by
stating that “DoT being the administrative department of BSNL may decide the issue in light of the extant
DPE guidelines with the concurrence of their IFA wing.”
5.19 Convincing DOT now has become a remote possibility and seeking legal remedy may be the only
option. But it may take several years for the issue to be decided in a court. Thus, failing to take up the issue
strongly in the year 2009 itself when BSNL was earning profit, agreeing for a committee which further
delayed the issue, taking a impracticable stand of replacing only E1 and E2 scales and improper handling
of the issue with DoT – all by the present recognised association, has killed the case.
5.20 The failure to clinch E2, E3 scales will also have its impact on the demand of fixing the pay of JTO
2007 batch executives at Rs.22820/-.
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6.0

BSNL EXECUTIVE PROMOTION POLICY AMENDMENT & RECRUITMENT RULES 2017:

6.1
BSNL brought out yet another set of proposals on CPSU cadre hierarchy with slight changes to its
previous one circulated in August 2016. The proposals now came in the name of BSNL EPP Amendment & RR
2017. According to the proposals,
 The modified policy shall be implemented w.e.f. 01.01.2017.
 On approval of the policy, all existing RR in the grade of SDE/equivalent will be treated as scrapped
and MSRR 2009 will be modified to the extent that Promotion of AGM/DE Grade in all the scheduleIA, IB, IC & ID shall be treated to be deleted. Remaining portion of MSRR shall be continued to be
followed as Per the existing provision.
 MT recruitment will continue as per the existing Provision of Recruitment Rule of MT
 Existing Vacancies up to AGM /equivalent Grade: On the date of implementation of this Rule, all the
vacancies in all the cadres/streams upto AGM/equivalent grade will be treated as dead/cease to
exist since all promotions upto AGM/equivalent grades are time bound and not vacancy based.
 All the existing Executives upto AGM/DGM(Adhoc) shall continue to be considered for financial
upgradation to the next higher scale upto E6 scale on completion of 5 years of service from the date
of placement in lower scale through conduct of CPC. The benchmark considered for financial
upgradation is further tightened.
 All the executives eligible for promotion for a vacancy year i.e. promotion under SCF, for which the
promotion in the LDCE (other channel of promotion) has been issued shall be considered deemed to
have been promoted before 1.1.2017 and they shall be treated en-bloc senior to the executives
promoted as per this Rule.
 All the executives eligible for promotion for a vacancy year i.e. promotion under SCF, for which the
result of the LDCE (other channel of promotion) has been issued and promotion order is pending, the
promotion of executives of both the channel shall be considered deemed to have been promoted
before 1.1.2017 and they shall be treated en-bloc senior to the executives promoted as per this Rule.
 If the pay scale of the executive is higher than the scale of the grade in which the Executive is
presently working, he/she shall be immediately placed in the higher grade, up to AGM equivalent
grade as per eligibility condition prescribed in the schedule as on 1.1.2017 without conducting CPC.
Subsequent functional promotions to these executives upto AGM or equivalent grade shall be done
as per the eligibility and prescribed conditions for the existing Executives mentioned in the schedule
without conducting fresh CPC. Subsequent review shall commence from 1.1.2018 onwards in
accordance with this rule and thereafter it will be done every six months i.e. 1 st July/1st January of
the year and thereon.
 All the Time Bound financial upgradations due to the executive up to the date of approval of the
policy shall be done as per existing EPP 2007.
 In case of non availability of sufficient regular and eligible executives, with requisite number of years
of qualifying service for promotion to AGM/equivalent grade as per this policy, relaxation in eligibility
service (residency period in the lower grade) may be considered for the Executives working in E4 and
higher scale in that particular stream/cadre for giving Adhoc promotion to AGM/equivalent grade
subject to the approval of Management Committee.
 There will be no reservation in promotions. However relaxation in benchmark for promotion upto
AGM level has been provided.
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6.2
The recognized association started bragging that the proposals were finalized after consultations
with them only for the past few months in confidence. They claimed that except a few leaders at the top
none in their own association was aware of the consultations. They further proclaimed that this was final
and no changes will be made.
6.3
But we knew that our views will be heard before a final decision is taken, since we had been assured
several times earlier during our informal meetings with senior officers that our views will also be heard before
finalisation of the scheme. As assured, we were given a scheduled meeting on 13.11.2017 to submit our
views. GS along with Com.V.K.Sharma, AGS and Com.Sanjay Vishnoi met PGM (Pers), submitted our
views/suggestions on the proposed BSNL Executive Promotion Policy Amendment & Recruitment Rules 2017
in writing and held discussions for nearly two and a half hours. PGM (Pers) appreciated our presentation and
many of the suggestions given by us as good and implementable. He assured that all the points will be duly
considered and decisions taken after consultation with other associations. We requested him for early
implementation after necessary modifications so that thousands of executives will get some relief
immediately.
6.4
In the covering letter to our proposals, we had mentioned that “We find that the present proposal is
mostly the same one presented last year in August/October, except for a few changes like going for
Recruitment/Vacancy Year instead of date of appointment in respect of seniority. Earlier proposal to cap
AGM vacancies has been now achieved by raising the qualifying service for promotion to DE/AGM grade from
the present 7 years to 12 years with a compulsory residency period in Sr.SDE/Sr.AO grade. This proposal
does not also fulfill the assurance given at the time of absorption for time bound promotions upto SG JAG
grade and post based promotions afterwards.”
6.5
“However, in the background of promotions having been stalled due to various court cases on
seniority and reservation issue, this proposal may give some immediate relief to thousands of JTOs, including
those recruited even before formation of BSNL and also those executives who have been waiting for their
promotion to AO/SDE/DE/CAO & equivalent grades. But this feeling of relief will be short-lived when the
initial euphoria is over and the executives in higher pay scales find themselves bundled in the same
grade/designation, in spite of their long years of service.”
6.6
“We had earlier submitted our proposals to Director (HR), which were prepared before the
Management’s proposal was made known. However, now we submit our suggestions for some changes in
Management’s proposal, seeking to remove bitterness among the executives in same grade but in different
pay scales and to provide time bound promotions upto SG JAG level as assured at the time of absorption.
We have also suggested continuation of the present Reporting Structure with the request that recruitment
at JTO/JAO level should be expedited.”
6.7
“If transfers become unavoidable due to time bound promotions, younger executives should be
encouraged to go on transfer instead of disturbing senior executives above 55 at the fag end of their service.”
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6.8
Other BSNL Executive Associations were also allowed to submit their views and make presentations.
We were later informed by General Manager (Pers) that CMD was not in favour of ‘so many designations’
but our other proposals are being considered. We were also told that as a first step time bound promotions
upto AGM level can be implemented and later it can be extended upto SG DGM level. We kept pursuing the
issue with the Management as we felt that atleast it could provide the much needed relief for the executives
waiting for their promotions for more than 15 to 18 years due to court cases stalling promotions.
6.9
On 7.3.2018, when we met GM (Pers) we were told that some details sought by the Government
Director in the BSNL Board are being furnished and efforts will be made for early decision by the Board. We
requested that if Board approval is likely to be delayed, serious efforts should be taken to hold DPCs for
promotion to various grades since large number of executives are retiring every month without getting their
due promotion. GM (Pers) said alternate plans for holding DPC keeping in mind the court judgments are in
place but he hoped that EPP A&RR will be approved by the Board at the earliest and will be implemented.
6.10 On 8.4.2018 We met GM (Pers) on this issue and enquired him about the present. GM (Pers) said
that necessary details, as requested have already been forwarded to DoT and BSNL is waiting for their reply
so that further action may be taken. We requested GM (Pers) that as finalisation of EPP A&RR is delayed
necessary action for issue of promotion orders from JTO to SDE and SDE to DE may be taken as per our earlier
discussion, since there is lot of frustration among all the executives because of delay in issue of promotion
orders. We requested him that the alternate plan may be implemented immediately for holding DPCs. GM
(Pers) assured that action will be taken for getting early approval from BSNL Management for the alternate
plan
6.11 Finally on 28.5.2018 in the meeting of BSNL Board, held at Hyderabad, BSNL Board gave in-principle
approval for amendment in present EPP and implementation of amendments from a prospective date i.e.
01.07.2018. No major changes were reported to have been made in the earlier proposals. Immediately after
the news spread, GS AIBSNLOA met GM (Pers) and requested him to fill up the existing vacancies in all cadres
before implementation of the BSNL EPP A&RR 2017. GM (Pers) understood the importance of our demand
and immediately ordered holding of DPC for promotion for various grades. Final orders in the JTO seniority
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case pending in Ernakulam High Court and interim orders of Supreme Court allowing promotions with
reservation came as big relief and promotion orders started raining. However fresh court cases arose again
blocking promotions to some cadres. We urged again that BSNL EPP A&RR 2017 can be implemented only
after filling up all the existing vacancies and fortunately BSNL Management agreed to it. A committee has
been now formed to examine compliance of the reservation policy requirements of Government and court
orders. This process shall understandably take time.

7.0

PROMOTION TO SDE/AO, DE/CAO/AGM AND DGM GRADES IN ALL STREAMS:

7.1
Till a few months back, promotions to SDE, DE and DGM grades in Telecom wing and to AO and CAO
grades in Finance wing got wrangled in numerous court cases mainly due to seniority related issues and
thousands of JTOs, SDEs, and DEs, have retired and were retiring every month without getting their due
promotion. The Chandigarh court order on reservation in promotion was also holding up the promotion to
CAO grade and to SDE (T) grade and guidance of legal cell had not paid any fruitful results. The Supreme
court was yet to pronounce its orders on the recommendations of the Expert Committee appointed by it
resulting in a situation that promotion to DE (T), DGM (T) and even DGM (T) on regular basis could not be
processed.
7.2
We however kept meeting senior offices in BSNL Corporate office regularly hoping to break the
stalemate at some point. We suggested some alternatives too to overcome the legal hurdles. But the
Chandigarh court order on reservation in promotion proved to be the main stumbling block. While final
orders of Supreme court on seniority issues had come out, the Management kept dilly dallying in revising the
seniority lists due to contradicting claims by the two major associations. The leaders of these associations
appeared to be interested in protecting their positions rather than settling the issue in the interests of all the
Executives. Our repeated requests with the Management for early revision of seniority lists did not get the
expected results. Executives were retiring every month hoping till the last day that something positive will
happen but realizing that their hopes were dashed. Our efforts to convince the Management in issuing
promotion orders to DE grade for those who were in seniority lists 3, 4 and 5 but were left out or declined
promotion earlier, also failed.
7.3
This situation resulted in the Executives looking to CPSU cadre Hierarchy as a ‘bonanza’ and wanting
its early implementation. They were ready to accept whatever the Management offered. We also felt that
if it is going to provide immediate relief to thousands of executives without promotion for more than 15 to
18 years, it is better to get it implemented with all its downsides.
7.4
Finally BSNL Management approved in principle the ‘BSNL Executive Promotion Policy Amendment
& Recruitment Rules 2017’ in the Board meeting held on 28.5.2018, which was to be implemented from
1.7.2018. General Secretary was out of Headquarters and immediately after coming back on 30.5.2018, he
rushed to General Manager (Pers) and extended our thanks for issue of the promotion orders from JTO to
SDE under LDCE quota and requested him to take further necessary action for issue of promotion order for
SCF quota also in different cadres because a large number of executives are waiting for their promotion for
the last 20-25 years. GM (Pers) told that he also wanted to issue the promotion order from JTO to SDE under
SCF quota but due to stay granted by Hon'ble High Court of Allahabad on promotion and delay in pronouncing
the decision by Hon'ble High Court of Kerala, this may be delayed. In this regard efforts are being made for
vacation of stay by convincing the petitioner to take back his application. GM(Pers) also said that hopefully
decision of Hon'ble High Court of Kerala may be given in first week of June 2018. We requested GM(Pers)
that before implementation of amended EPP all the vacant posts available in different cadres should be filled
up. GM (Pers) assured us that before implementing the amended EPP all the available vacant posts in
different cadres will be filled up as per present RRs. Later we learnt that necessary direction has been issued
by the GM(Pers) to his staff for taking necessary action to fill up the vacant posts of SDE, DE and DGM.
7.5
On 05.06.2018, we met Jt. GM (Pers) and discussed about Seniority cum Finess promotion in different
cadres and requested him to expedite the work so that promotion orders can be issued timely. Jt.GM (Pers)
said that work is in progress and if everything goes in the right direction, promotion orders under SCF quota
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for JTO to SDE and SDE to DE may be issued in this month. However, for DE to DGM promotion it will take
some more time since Supreme Court order on seniority as per Para 206 has to be implemented.
7.6
The same day, the Supreme Court in an interim order allowed the Government to go ahead with
reservation in promotion for employees belonging to the SC and ST category in "accordance with law". "It is
made clear that the Union of India is not debarred from making promotions in accordance with law, subject
to further orders, pending further consideration of the matter," the bench said.
7.7
On the same day Ernakulam High court issued final orders in the long pending case. According to it
the seniority of the JTOs recruited by DoT for the vacancies existing prior to the formation of BSNL on
1.10.2000 and the promotee JTOs appointed against their own quota upto the year 1999 i.e. prior to the
formation of BSNL, remains undisputed. The seniority of Directly Recruited JTOs of BSNL after the year 2000
and Promotee JTOs from DoT in excess of promotion quota from 2001 onwards is to be reassigned on the
basis of date of promotion in respect of JTOs promoted on diverted posts and date of appointment in respect
of Direct Recruits.
7.8
In view of these positive developments, preparatory work for promotion to all grades in all streams
commenced and progressed intensively. On 15.6.2018 BSNL issued orders implementing the final orders by
Kerala High court for reassigning the seniority of JTOs. On the same day DoP&T issued orders to carry out
promotions in accordance with law, subject to further orders by the Supreme Court, based on existing
seniority/select lists.
7.9
The same day BSNL issued orders promoting 2855 JTOs (T) against 67% seniority cum fitness quota
and another 284 JTOs subject to ascertaining their Vigilance status. This ended the agony of the JTOs who
were waiting for their promotion for more than a decade.
7.10 The same day we met DGM (FP) and discussed about Promotion to AO and CAO consequent to the
interim orders of Hon'ble Supreme Court on reservation in promotion. We also refered to our earlier
discussions with GM (FP) on this issue. DGM (FP) informed us that SEA section is not in position to issue the
promotion orders due to various court cases pendng. He said that JAO to AO promotion is held up due to
stay by Hon'ble Karnataka High court by the departmental JAO of 2010 opposing the combined eligibility list
of outsider and departmental JAO. However, efforts are being taken by SEA section to vacate the stay. SEA
section also proposed to upgrade some of JAO post to AO post so that maximum number of JAOs can get the
promotion. File in this regard is with PERS section. Later in the day we discussed this matter with Jt GM (PERS)
requesting early clearing the concerned file. If the proposal of SEA section is agreed to, more than 1000 JAOs
may be promoted as AOs. AO to CAO Promotion is also held up due to court cases pending in Haryana CAT
and Haryana High court. In this regard a common case is being filed by PERS section and efforts are being
taken by PERS section to file MA in all the courts through ASG or senior advocate.
7.11 Promotion orders to EE (civil) grade were issued on 21.6.2018. On 25.6.2018 CMD BSNL approved
the proposal for upgradation of about 2300 SDE posts to DE posts and diverting 1000 Management Trainee
posts for DE promotion, so that about 4800 SDEs of list no 5,6 & 7 can be promoted as DE. Hurdles were
removed in publishing the final seniority list of JTO (TF). Stay in Karnataka High court was vacated paving
way for promotion to AO grade.
7.12 On 29.6.2018, promotion orders were issued in DE/AGM grade, SDE (TF) grade, AO grade, DGM (F)
grade and DE/AGM (TF) grade. On 2.7.2018 promotion orders were issued in SDE (C) grade. On 3.7.2018
promotion orders were issued in SDE (C) grade and more orders in EE (C) grade. On 4.7.2018 promotion
orders were issued in DE/AGM grade for left out executives.
7.13 On the same day we met GM PERS and requested him early issue of promotion orders from DE to
DGM along with increase of DGM posts from existing 1350 to 2000, since after issue of all the promotion
orders number of DE will reach more than 8000. As per existing HR policy also ratio between DGMto DE post
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should be 1:4. GM PERS assured us he will definitely consider this in accordance with existing HR plan. On
5.7.2018 promotion orders were issued in SDE (T) for left out executives.
7.14 On 10.7.2018, we met GM (Pers) and requested to consider issue of promotion orders from SDE to
DE/AGM from the seniority list number 8 onwards. GM (Pers) said that it is under consideration and after
getting approval from competent authority promotion orders will be issued. We also requested GM (Pers) to
issue promotion orders from JTO (T) to SDE(T) for all the existing vacancies at the earliest as a huge number
of BSNL recruited JTOs are waiting for their first promotion even after 18 year of their service as JTOs. We
said that we are aware that due to court case it is being delayed but management can take an appropriate
decision, as taken in issue of other promotion orders. We requested early action in this regard. We also
wrote to CMD BSNL on the above. We wrote another letter to CMD BSNL pointing out that the executives
who were promoted as SDEs under SCF quota from year 2004 onwards are placed in seniority list number 8.
They have completed more than 14 years of service in SDE grade and are awaiting their promotion to
DE/AGM. Even according to the proposed BSNL EPP Amendment & RR, they have completed the required
period of service as SDE and are thus eligible to be promoted as DE/AGM.'
7.15 As of today, 3100 executives have been promoted from SDE to DE grade from seniority lists 6 and 7.
1400 JAOs have been promoted from JAO to AO grade. Thus all eligible JAOs have been promoted. Similarly,
promotion orders in various grades in Civil, Electrical, Architect wings and to SDE (TF) grade have been issued.
Promotion from DE (T) to DGM (T), from DGM (T) adhoc to DGM (T) regular, AO to CAO and JTO to SDE in the
remaining vacancies for the JTOs (T) recruited by BSNL and waiting for promotion for 18 years are pending.
Due to the indifferent attitude by the recognized association and contempt proceedings by the petitioners in
Ernakulam High court, Management has stopped further processing the promotions and kept pending all
proposals for upgradation of posts from the respective sections.
7.16 Recently the stay for promotion to CAO grade has been vacated. We met DGM (FP) on 10.9.2018
and requested early issue of promotion orders to CAO grade consequent to vacation of stay. DGM (FP) said
that DPC will be held after the file for upgradation of 1250 posts to CAO grade is cleared. But it is now learnt
that since Management does not intend to approve any upgradation due the stalemate created by the
recognized association and members of the direct recruits’ association who have filed the contempt petition,
SEA section has proposed to go ahead with DPC for the existing vacancies for promotion to CAO grade. We
hope that by the time we are meeting in this CWC promotion orders would have been issued. SEA section
has also moved a file for diverting 300 MT posts to departmental quota so that more number of executives
can be promoted to CAO grade.
7.17 A few days back, we met GM (Pers) and requested him to initiate action for upgrading more posts to
DGM (T) grade so that by the time the stay in CAT Chandigarh is vacated, all executives promoted to DE grade
in the years 2014 and 2015 can be promoted to DGM (T) grade, since after issue of promotion orders to DE
grade, the ratio of DGM to DE has become 1:7 while the as per proposed BSNL HR plan it should be 1:4. He
said that all upgradation proposals will be kept pending till the court cases are resolved. However, he said
that in respect of DGM (T) promotion, one more Miscellaneous Application will be filed to vacate stay.
7.18 We have urged the Management for early issue of regular promotion orders in DGM (T) grade, since
now the seniority lists have been revised as per Supreme Court judgments. Personnel section has been
examining our request.
7.19 After the Supreme court interim orders paving the way for promotion with reservation and the
Ernakulam High Court final orders on seniority of JTOs, there has been flurry of activities in BSNL Corporate
office in issuing promotion orders in various cadres. We are extremely thankful to CMD and Director (HR)
for their immediate directions to all sections to process and issue promotion orders and the GM (Pers) and
his team, GM (FP) and her team and the senior officers and officials in other streams for their dedication
and hard work which spilled over to late nights on many days in ensuring that the promotion orders were
issued swiftly. Had only some executives not gone to court and had the executive association had shown
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some constructive approach, the raining of promotions would have continued. But we still hope that sanity
will prevail, the court cases are withdrawn/resolved and the other executives who have been left high and
dry will also get their due promotion. All should keep in mind the agony and pain of the executives who have
retired without getting their due promotion during the last several years.

8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS OF 3RD PAY REVISION COMMITTEE FOR CPSE EXECUTIVES AND ITS
IMPLEMENTATION IN BSNL:
8.1
On 28.2.2017, DPE officially published in its website the report of the 3rd Pay Revision Committee
submitted to the Government of India on 21.11.2016. The key recommendations were: Affordability clause
– Maximum 15% Fitment beneﬁt on BP + DA - No change in no. of Pay scales - Perks and allowances - ceiling
of 35% of BP Additional allowances introduced- Location based CA, Project Allowance, Hardship Duty
Allowance PRP calculation method modiﬁed - Superannuation beneﬁts - 30% of BP + DA. - Ceiling of gratuity
enhanced –Rs. 20 lakh - Corpus fund from 3% of each year’s PBT for post-retirement medical beneﬁts.
On Affordability, the recommendations said “the additional financial impact in the year of implementing the
revised pay-package for Board level executives, Below Board level executives and Non-Unionized Supervisors
should not be more than 20% of the average Profit Before Tax (PBT) of the last three financial years preceding
the year of implementation. It has suggested 15% fitment benefit for such CPSEs. For CPSEs having additional
financial impact on implementation of revised pay-package more than 20% but less than 30%, it has
suggested fitment benefit of 10%; for CPSEs having additional financial impact on implementation of revised
pay-package more than 30% but less than 40% it has suggested fitment benefit of 5% and for CPSEs having
additional financial impact on implementation of revised pay-package more than 40%, it has suggested ‘Nil’
fitment benefit.” BSNL does not fall in any of these categories.

8.2
Earlier in its response on 11.7.2016 to the questionnaire from Pay Revision Committee, AIBSNLOA
had insisted that "DoT, the administrative Ministry for BSNL should keep the commitments made by the
Government of India at the time of formation of BSNL that “Government will consider and provide a
package of measures so that the viability of BSNL is not impaired because of implementation of any socially
desirable uneconomic activity, such as rural telephony, undertaken by BSNL at the behest of Government.”
The affordability clause in adopting revised pay packages should not be there for PSUs which implements
socially desirable uneconomic activity undertaken by it at the behest of Government, since it will drive
away the talent. Instead the 3rd PRC should recommend introduction of ‘Necessity’ clause on the basis of
strategic national importance." "In case of non-affordability, enhanced package should not be deferred."
8.3
Immediately after the details of the recommendations were known, on 17.3.2017 AIBSNLOA wrote
to DPE regarding Non-applicability of affordability clause recommended by 3 rd PRC to BSNL:
“BSNL is discharging the social obligations of the Government of India by providing services in
remote and rural areas inspite of incurring loss because of these services and its presence in the
Telecom industry as a fully Government owned PSU, aiming at providing world class services at
affordable tariff, has been accepted by every stake holder as a ‘moderating factor’ in controlling
the tariff in favour of the customers. But for the presence of BSNL in the arena, the private telecom
operators would have raised the tariff to alarming proportions. Despite the complexities of problems
faced by BSNL, which was converted as a Government PSU from a Government Department, BSNL
has been slowly but steadily evolving itself as a Model PSU, keeping itself in the race by updating to
the everchanging technology, expanding and diversifying its activities amid stiff and cut throat
competition from the Private Telecom companies. The strategic importance of BSNL has to be given
due consideration.
The Government of India had committed at the time of formation of BSNL that “Government
will consider and provide a package of measures so that the viability of BSNL is not impaired
because of implementation of any socially desirable uneconomic activity, such as rural telephony,
undertaken by BSNL at the behest of Government.” But the Government of India/DoT did not keep
the commitments and even failed to refund BSNL’s dues in time and in full. BSNL has no autonomy
in decision making and has to follow the diktats of the Government. Recurrent loss to BSNL in the
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past few years is due to "inadequate investment in infrastructure expansion in recent years leading
to delay in expansion of mobile network" and the company was also made to pay "market rate (of
Rs 18,500.38 crore) for both 3G and broadband wireless access (BWA) spectrum", according to Shri
Ravi Shankar Prasad, former Minister of Communications.
BSNL revenue over the past three years is increasing. The year 2013-14 saw an increase in
revenue of 3.2%. The year 2014-15 saw an increase of 2.32 %. In the year 2015-16, the increase in
income is 14.92 % whereas in the same year the expenses decreased marginally by 1.47 %. The loss
is declining and BSNL is likely to make profit in 2018. This positive trend is due to joint efforts of BSNL
Executives and employees who are toiling hard to increase revenue. At this point of time, any move
to deny them revised pay-package in the name of affordability will have a negative impact on their
morale which in turn will affect the revival plans of BSNL. Considering the National and Strategic
importance of BSNL which is implementing the social obligations of the Government, it is necessary
that the affordability condition is not made applicable to BSNL.
8.4
On 12.04.2017, DPE forwarded our letter to DoT and asked DoT to examine the views of AIBSNLOA
and furnish its comments to DPE.
8.5
On 25.05.2017 we wrote to the Prime Minister requesting Exempting BSNL from the ‘affordability’
clause recommended by 3rd Pay Revision Committee for CPSE employees, with copies to MOSC, Cabinet
Secretary, Secretaries, DPE & DoT and CMD BSNL:
BSNL employees are in no way responsible for the recurrent loss to BSNL. In the words of Shri Ravi
Shankar Prasad, former Minister of Communications, the loss was due to "inadequate investment
in infrastructure expansion in recent years leading to delay in expansion of mobile network" and
the company was also made to pay "market rate (of Rs 18,500.38 crore) for both 3G and
broadband wireless access (BWA) spectrum".
The New Telecom Policy 1994 defined certain important objectives, including availability of
telephone on demand, provision of world class services at reasonable prices, ensuring India’s
emergence as major manufacturing / export base of telecom equipment and universal availability
of basic telecom services to all villages. Under NTP-1994, the licensing, policy making and the
service provision functions were under a single authority. The Government in 1999 decided to
separate the policy and licensing functions of DoT from the service provision functions as a
precursor to corporatisation. The corporatisation of DoT was proposed to be done keeping in
mind the interests of all stakeholders by the year 2001.
When finally, BSNL, a 100% Government PSU, was formed on 1.10.2000, the Cabinet decided
that the Government will consider and provide a package of measures so that the viability of
BSNL is not impaired because of implementation of any socially desirable uneconomic activity,
such as rural telephony, undertaken by BSNL at the behest of Government. Since then, BSNL
has been discharging the social obligations of the Government of India by providing services in
remote and rural areas inspite of incurring loss because of these services and its presence in the
Telecom industry as a fully Government owned PSU, aiming at providing world class services at
affordable tariff, has been accepted by every stake holder as a ‘moderating factor’ in controlling
the tariff in favour of the customers. But for the presence of BSNL in the arena, the private
telecom operators would have raised the tariff to alarming proportions.
When all private networks failed to provide dependable service during natural calamities,
whether it was Hudhud cyclone in Andhra Pradesh, Vardha cyclone in Tamilnadu, Floods in
Tamilnadu and Uttarakhand, Earthquake in Jammu & Kashmir, BSNL was the only operator which
proved its robustness.
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In your prestigious Digital India programme too, BSNL is contributing in two three areas, like
National Optic Fibre Network (NOFN), providing Wi-Fi hotspots at commercial places, Mobile
Wallet service under the Prime Minister Jan Dhan yojana and delivering m-governance services
like digital mandi, kisan seva among others.
It will be therefore unfair if BSNL employees are denied their due pay revision in the name of
non-affordability, since such a proposition will have a negative impact on their morale which in
turn will affect the revival plans of BSNL. Considering the National and Strategic importance of
BSNL which is implementing the social obligations of the Government, it is necessary that the
affordability condition is not made applicable to BSNL.
8.6

This letter was promptly forwarded by PMO on 26.5.2017 to DoT for action as appropriate.

8.7
On 1.6.2017, CMD BSNL wrote a DO letter to Secretary DoT. The letter covered all the points raised
by AIBSNLOA in its letter to the Prime Minister, indicating that the Management has given due consideration
to our letter. Strategic importance of BSNL as a Government PSU, BSNL implementing social obligations of
the Government by providing services in rural and remote areas despite losses, BSNL acting as a 'moderating
factor' in controlling tariff in favour of the customers, providing world class services at affordable tariff, BSNL
alone provides dependable service during natural calamities, BSNL contributes to PM's prestigious Digital
India programme and finally, denial of benefit of pay revision will have negative impact on the morale of
BSNL employees are some of the common points found in both the letters.
8.8
On 05.06.2017, Office bearers of Unions and Associations in BSNL met CMD BSNL and expressed their
concern over implementation of 3rd PRC recommendations for BSNL Executives. CMD initially explained the
progress being made by BSNL in various business efforts and made specific mention about progress in the
new initiative wherein MVNOs (Mobile based Virtual Network Operators) will provide services to users via
leased network of BSNL, which they get at wholesale rates from BSNL. They will also work as resellers for
BSNL. Regarding the 3rd Pay Revision, he said that BSNL has already conveyed BSNL's capability to bear the
expenditure, which will be around Rupees 2000 crores in case of 15% fitment and around 1200 crores in case
of 10% fitment. He said DoT has also endorsed BSNL's submission to DPE. He explained that CPSEs have
been categorised into Top Priority, Priority, Less Priority and No Priority CPSEs. BSNL falls in the second
category and therefore, he assured, that BSNL Executives are certain to get fitment in the revised pay. If at
all BSNL is denied the benefit of the revised pay, he will be the first to react. He commended the unions and
associations for ensuring increase in revenue through various efforts like SWAS and said that all should now
stay focussed on improving the revenue so as to ensure that we get our due in the 3rd Pay Revision. After
internal discussions, AIBSNLOA decided that it is premature to go for any organisational action on this matter,
at this point of time and in view of the positive approach of BSNL.
8.9
On 3.8.2017, DPE issued orders on Government decisions on the recommendations of the 3 rd PRC.
All the important recommendations including the affordability condition had been accepted by the
Government. On 24.10.2017 BSNL Board cleared the proposal for implementation of pay revision with 15%
fitment benefit for BSNL Executives.
8.10 On 15.11.2017, AIBSNLOA wrote to MOSC requesting Implementation of revised pay scales with 15%
fitment benefit for BSNL executives. In addition to the points mentioned in the letter to PM, the following
was also emphasized:
'All the senior officers of Department of Telecommunication who are on ‘deployment’ in BSNL, holding
major managerial positions in BSNL & its field units and responsible for the Ups & Downs of BSNL, have
already got their pay fixed in revised scales as per the recommendations of VII Central Pay Commission
with 14.2% fitment benefit w.e.f. 1.1.2016. All of them draw their higher pay and perks from BSNL and
BSNL’s affordability to pay was not at all an issue for them. If BSNL employees are denied the revised
pay with 15% fitment benefit, it will result in an unprecedented discrimination against its own
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employees vis-à-vis those who are under ‘deployment’. The fall out of such a situation will be
unparalleled in the history of Indian Public Sector.’
8.11 In the meeting of all BSNL unions and associations held on 14.11.2017, it was decided to postpone
the Human Chain Programme to 23rd November 2017, in order to give more time for mobilisation. In the
meeting, GS AIBSNLOA, while endorsing the agitational programme, expressed his views over the desirability
of Strike Action at this point of time, when BSNL Management has been supportive by approving in the Board
a proposal for pay revision with 15% fitment. Members of AIBSNLOA participated in the demonstration and
Human Chain programme.
8.12 The other constituents of the ABUA went ahead and issued the strike notice. WE EXPLAINED TO OUR
MEMBERS WHY AIBSNLOA IS NOT A SIGNATORY TO THE STRIKE NOTICE:
“AIBSNLOA has already made it clear that any strike on the issue of Pay revision with 15% fitment for
BSNL employees at this point of time is pre-mature, since BSNL Board has sent its favourable proposals
to DoT, which has to take a decision on BSNL proposals. Except for a stock reply to one association by
lower level officers of DoT that BSNL does not meet the affordability condition laid down by the 3rd
PRC, the general perception is that Secretary DoT and the MOSC are favourably inclined towards pay
revision for BSNL employees despite the affordability clause. Atleast one of the signatory associations
for the strike notice, has reported similar view after meeting the Minister. Putting pressure on DoT
through other forms of struggles like the Human chain, meeting Members of Parliaments is
understandable and required too. But a strike now will have a negative impact on the services and also
on the demand itself. GS AIBSNLOA had conveyed these views in clear terms in the meeting of all
unions and associations held on 14.11.2017. May be his was a lone voice. No Effort was made to
jointly meet the Minister and atleast the Secretary DoT before deciding on the strike. Strike cannot
be for strike sake.
As far as the demand regarding Subsdiary Tower company, there has been no follow up by the unions
and associations after the one day strike on 15.12.2016 in which AIBSNLOA was a signatory and took
active participation. Keeping silent for months together afterwards and raising the issue now after
cabinet has taken a decision will be only seen as an eye-wash.
Another demand, which was not at all discussed in the meeting held on 14.11.2017, has now been
added - settlement of left out issues of Second Pay Revision - as if to make a mockery of the employees.
As far we know, arrears of 78.2% fitment for the period from 1.1.2007 to 9.6.2013 and replacement of
E1A and E2A pay scales are the two pending issues. 78.2% could have been easily clinched when the
then recognised union signed wage agreement with the Management in the year 2010, when BSNL
was still earning profit. But the recognised union chose to agree that they will get it when it is given to
the executives. Later, the unions and associations which signed an agreement in 2012 for 'defering the
arrears' went voiceless when DoT in its order dated 10.6.2013 said "No arrears will be paid". Keeping
silent for four years and raising the issue now smacks of deception. Also, it appears that the recognised
executive association has silently accepted E1 and E2 scales in place of E1A and E2A, if one goes
through its claim of settlement of CPSU Cadre Hierarchy. Then why raise this issue now?
AIBSNLOA has participated in many strikes called by others in the past and will do so in the future too,
if it is convinced that the strike, the last weapon in the workers' armoury, is absolutely necessary.”
8.13 On 30.1.2018, we had a Meeting with Special Secretary Telecom and presented a strong case for pay
revision with 15% fitment, since BSNL is implementing the social obligations of the Government and profit
making cannot be a criteria for deciding the pay revision of its employees. We putforth all the points
elaborated in our letter dated 15.11.2017 addressed to MOSC, including the assurance given by the
Government at the time of formation of BSNL regarding ensuring its financial viability, BSNL acting as a
moderator in lowering tariff, BSNL providing better services when others fail during natural calamities and
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MTNL getting 30% fitment during last pay revision despite the affordability clause and MTNL making loss for
years together then. SST said that Government decision on 3rd PRC recommendation on affordability remains
a hurdle but added that however BSNL proposal is being examined in detail.
8.14 Organisation of BSNL Unions and Associations, comprising of ten BSNL unions and associations had
a scheduled meeting with CMD on 16.2.2018. The meeting lasted nearly an hour, was cordial and facilitated
exchange of views on 3rd Pay Revision for BSNL employees and formation of Tower Company. On behalf of
OUA two Memoranda were submitted to CMD and discussions revolved mainly around the two issues
highlighted in the Memoranda. CMD said he was very much hopeful that pay revision will be implemented
for BSNL employees this year itself. He mentioned that BSNL proposals for pay revision was approved by all
the four independent Directors in BSNL Board as well as the DoT representative. He said that Hon'ble MOSC
was in favour of pay revision to be implemented for BSNL employees.
8.15 The unions and associations who went on two days strike, finally met the MOSC on 24.2.2018. We
made the following observation on this:
“ THE DAWN OF WISDOM: Finally, wisdom appears to have dawned on the recognised Unions and
Associations of BSNL. They have at last jointly met the Minister of State for Communications on
24th February 2018, which ought to have been done earlier to their two days strike. They have
reported that in the meeting the Minister had agreed that “the issue of 3rd Pay Revision of BSNL
employees would be processed and would be taken for the approval of the DPE and the Cabinet”.
The recognised unions and associations further claim that this is a great achievement. Maybe they
want their members to believe that this has been possible only because of the strike. But the fact
is that Minister has always been in favour of extending benefit of third pay revision to the BSNL
employees, as reported not by us alone, but also by the CMD, the Director (HR) and some of the
recognised unions and associations themselves. [We had displayed the postings in different
websites]
This vindicates our stand that the decision on strike should have been kept in reserve as the ultimate
option and efforts to jointly meet the Minister should have been made before deciding the strike.
We have been taught that strike is enforced only when all negotiations fail. But in this case, due to
their own compulsions the majority union chose not to meet the Minister. This Union had also been
reporting that the Minister has been raising the question ‘where from the money will come’,
perhaps to build up support for their strike. The majority association which met the Minister on an
earlier occasion chose not to discuss the 3rd PRC issue.
Anyway, pressure needs to be kept on DoT/Government, which AIBSNLOA and the Organisation of
BSNL Unions and associations have been already doing by meeting the MPs and requesting them
to impress upon the Minister. We will continue with our efforts. Getting Cabinet nod is a longdrawn process and obstacles are likely to erupt in the course.”
8.16 Continuing our efforts, leaders of Organisation of BSNL Unions and Associations kept meeting
Ministers, Members of Parliament and senior officers in DOT and DPE. Many MPs we met personally wrote
letters to MOSC. On 22.02.2018 Shri Parvesh Sahib Singh, MP, Delhi West who agreed to take up the pay
revision matter with the DoT as well as the MOSC. On 23.02.2018 met Dr.Udit Raj, MP, Delhi North West.
On 22.03.2018 we met Shri Pradeep Tamta, Hon'ble MP, Rajya Sabha from Uttarakhand. Later the same day
we met Shri Dharmendra Kumar Kashyap, Hon'ble MP, Aonla Constituency.
8.17 On 26.03.2018, we met Director (PSU) and enquired about the status of the matter of pay revision
of BSNL Executives. Director (PSU) informed us that the proposal of BSNL has been sent to DPE seeking its
advice. We informed him that when we met Director (DPE) in the first week of November 2017 he agreed
that BSNL Executives deserve the pay revision inspite of the affordability clause and assured us that DPE will
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favourably consider the case if recommended by DoT. We requested Director (PSU)/DOT that DoT should
send specific recommendations on the issue. Director (PSU) said, now that the process has been initiated,
appropriate decision will be taken after receiving the advice from DPE.
8.18 On 27.03.2018, we met five Members of Parliament, Shri Suresh Angadi, Chairman House committee
Loksabha, Shri Sanjay Jaiswal, MP from Pachim Champaran (Bihar), Shri Rajesh Verma, MP from Sitapur (UP),
Shri Ajay Tamta, Minister of State for Textiles and Shri L.N.Yadav MP from Sagar (MP) separately and
submitted Memorandum. The MPs were requested to take up this issue with the Govt as well as with the
MOSC. All the MPs assured us that they will not only strongly recommend our demand of implementation of
3rd pay revision in BSNL but also try to meet MOSC personally and request him to look into the issue seriously
and find ways to implement it without further delay.
8.19 On 11.04.2018, we met Shri Anant Geete, Hon'ble Minister of Heavy Industries & Public Enterprises
and submitted a Memorandum requesting him to direct DoT regarding revision of pay scales of BSNL
employees. Hon'ble Minister said that he will forward the Memorandum to DPE for examination and
necessary action. On the same day we met Shri Krupal Tumane, Hon'ble MP, Ramtek (Maharashtra) and
submitted a memorandum requesting him to take up the issue of pay revision of BSNL employees with
Hon;ble Minister of Heavy Industries & Public Enterprises. He assured that he will take up the issue with
MoHI&PE and request him to do the needful for early implementation of pay revision of BSNL employees.
8.20 On 31.05.2018, OBUA wrote to Prime Minister requesting his intervention on removal of aberration
in DPE guidelines on affordability for pay revision of BSNL employees, bringing to his notice that 'Affordability
cannot be equated to profitability during any specific period. The performance of the CPSE vis-à-vis its stated
objectives can only be a yardstick to decide on the pay revision. Employees cannot be asked to bear the cross
for no fault of theirs. In this regard, it is pertinent to note that BSNL has good scores and rating in the annual
Memoranda of Undertaking with DOT, which is a measure of financial and physical performance of BSNL in
achieving the targets set by the administrative department, the DoT. It will also be appropriate to point out
that BSNL has been achieving ‘Excellent’ rating every year in the Corporate Governance Grading Report
compiled by DPE.’
8.21 On 11.06.2018, we met Director (PSU) DoT and discussed about Pay revision for BSNL employees
with 15% fitment. Director (PSU), DoT informed us that the proposal forwarded by BSNL Board was sent to
DPE for their comments and advice because the proposal of BSNL Board was not in accordance with the
guidelines issued by DPE as per the recommendations of 3rd PRC. DPE had returned the proposal to DoT with
the comments that the proposal of BSNL is not as per the already issued DPE guidelines based on the
recommendation of 3rd PRC and the approval of Cabinet. It had suggested that DoT should therefore take
the approval of the Cabinet. Therefore, cabinet note is being prepared by DoT in consultation with the DoT
Finance. The cabinet note will be submitted to Hon’ble MOC & IT for his approval. Once this is approved by
the Hon’ ble MOC & IT the note will be circulated to all the concerned Ministries governing the departments
DoE, DOP&W, DPE, Niti Aayog etc. Afterwards, the Cabinet memo along with the comments of different
Ministries will be submitted to Cabinet for its approval. On our enquiry, Director (PSU) informed us that
cabinet note is being prepared on the same line as proposed by BSNL. But this whole process will take about
two to three months. We requested him to expedite the work as the delay is causing anxiety among BSNL
employees. On this, he assured us that BSNL employees will definitely get the pay revision and he will try to
complete the work at his end at the earliest.
8.22 On 08.08.2018, we met Shri Shiv Pratap Shuklaji, Hon'ble Minister of State of Finance, and requested
his help in 3rd Pay Revision of BSNL employees, as and when the Cabinet Note under preparation by DOT is
circulated to the concerned Ministries, which includes the Finance Ministry. Hon'ble MOSF assured us that
he will discuss this issue with Hon'ble MOSC Shri Manoj Sinhaji and take all necessary steps for
implementation of pay revision for BSNL employees. The meeting was held in the Chamber of Hon'ble MOSF,
North Block, New Delhi.
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8.23 On 10.08.2018, we along with Shri Shyam Bihari Mishra, 4 times MP from BILHAUR Constituency,
Uttar Pradesh and PRESIDENT of AKHIL BHARTIYA UDYOG VYAPAR MANDAL met Hon'ble MOSC(I/C) Shri
Manoj Sinha conveyed the anxiety among BSNL employees over implementation of 3rd pay revision and
requested his intervention for early implementation of 3rd PRC recommendations for BSNL employees.
Hon'ble MOSC(I/C) said that due to continuous losses incurred by BSNL and as per 3rd PRC recommendations
it has become difficult to implement it but he is taking all necessary steps for pay revision of BSNL employees.
However, he wanted that all out efforts should be made by the employees of BSNL for increasing the revenue.
He also said that he is aware that BSNL does not have 4G spectrum and that instructions will be issued by
DOT soon in this regard. The meeting was held at the Residence of Hon'ble MOSC.
8.24 On 30.08.2018, OBUA again wrote to MOSC requesting early implementation of 3rd pay revision for
BSNL employees expressing the anxiety and uneasiness among BSNL . On the same day we met
Director(PSU), DoT and requested early submission of cabinet note so that 3rd pay revision can be
implemented in BSNL without further delay. Director (PSU), DoT told us that DoT is taking all efforts to
submit cabinet note at the earliest and assured us that cabinet note will hopefully be submitted in
September 2018. He further informed us that Hon'ble MOSC(I/C) held a meeting with DOT officials and
BSNL management in this regard.

9.0

PENSION CONTRIBUTION ON THE BASIS OF ACTUAL PAY:

10.0

SUPERANNUATION BENEFITS TO BSNL RECRUITED EMPLOYEES:

9.1
Although we had been pursuing this issue for the past few years, pinning our hopes on the
commitment by DOT in the subsequent Memoranda of Understanding between it and BSNL that it will ensure
that pension contribution is made on the actual pay instead of the present practice of contribution on the
maximum of the pay scale, the issue gained more importance, since the expenditure on revision of pay will
considerably be less if BSNL is allowed to pay pension contribution on the basis of actual pay. Therefore we
again pursued the issue vigorously, writing to the MOSC and Prime Minister and meeting senior officers in
DoT. We added an important point that 'We feel that forcing BSNL to pay pension contribution on the
maximum of the pay scales w.e.f 1.10.2000 under completely irrelevant FR 116 itself is wrong and erraneous.
Again continuing with the same wrong methodology even after DOP&T OM dated 19.11.2009 is totally
unjustified.' We also pointed out that the Department of Expenditure which was earlier objecting to it has
now left the decision to DoT. Recently we were informed that in respect of pension contribution on actual
pay, DOP&T has requested for some clarifications and that DoT will address BSNL for clarifying the points
raised by DOP&T.

10.1 In the GS report of our CWC Meeting at Jaipur, we had recorded the information that “the
remuneration committee had also given its consent and the issue will have to be considered by BSNL Board.
We had requested an early decision on the matter with higher contribution by BSNL than the reported 3%.
After approval by BSNL Board the matter went to DoT for its concurrence. It is learnt that DoT too has given
its consent and the matter is lying with MoC.”
10.2 After further consumption of nearly one year time, BSNL Board finally approved on 28.9.2017 a
Superannuation Pension Scheme as per BSNL employees Superannuation Pension Trust Rules w.e.f. 5.5.2016.
As per the rules, BSNL will contribute at the rate of 3% of Basic pay plus IDA per month for all BSNL recruited
employees. The employees may also contribute to the scheme on a voluntary basis.
10.3 On 8.1.2018 BSNL CO issued conveying the decision of BSNL Board increasing the contribution from
3% to 5%, in its held on 24.10.2017.

11.0

BSNL TOWER CORPORATION

11.1 All BSNL Unions and Associations had given a call for One day Strike on 15.12.2016 protesting against
the proposal of formation of subsidiary Tower Company. AIBSNLOA was then a part of the ABUA , was a
signatory to the strike notice and took active participation in the strike. During the talks held with DoT
officials, leader of a majority union declared that we were not against the Tower company but our
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apprehension was about its later sell off. DoT officials conveyed that the purpose was only to increase the
revenue of BSNL with focused tower business and there was no proposal to disinvest BSNL. But afterwards
there was no further action by the ABUA on this issue.
11.2 On 12.9.2017, the Union Cabinet chaired by the Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi gave its approval
for hiving off mobile tower assets of Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) into a separate company, fully
owned by BSNL. This approval authorized BSNL to monetize its telecom tower infrastructure with the
formation of a separate subsidiary company.
11.3 On 4.1.2018, DoT had suddenly registered a company viz. BSNL Tower corporation Limited'
appointing shri Amit Yadav, Joint secretary (Admin), DoT as CMD of the new company. The irony of it was
that CMD BSNL Shri Anupam Shrivastava was shown as one of the directors of the newly formed BSNL Tower
corporation Limited along with Ms. Sujata Ray, Shri N.K.Mehta and Shri R.K.Mittal, who are already Directors
of BSNL Board.
11.4 We immediately sought the intervention by the Prime Minister by writing to him that
“According to the Cabinet Decision dated 12.9.2017, the separate company is ‘fully owned by BSNL’,
which means BSNL is the holding company and the new Tower company is the ‘subsidiary of BSNL’.
According to Companies Act 1956 as well as Companies Act 2013, the ability to control the conduct
of the subsidiary company is the hallmark of the holding company. Showing the CMD of the holding
company, here, the BSNL, as a Director of the subsidiary company under another CMD is not known
in the history of India.
We would like to state the fact that Coal India Limited (CIL) is the largest Maharatna Company
which is a holding company with seven wholly owned coal producing subsidiary companies viz. Eastern
Coalfields Limited (ECL), Sanctoria, West Bengal, Bharat Coking Coal Limited (BCCL), Dhanbad,
Jharkhand, Central Coalfields Limited (CCL), Ranchi, Jharkhand, South Eastern Coalfields Limited (SECL),
Bilaspur, Chattisgarh, Western Coalfields Limited (WCL), Nagpur, Maharashtra, Northern Coalfields
Limited (NCL), Singrauli, Madhya Pradesh and Mahanadi Coalfields Limtied (MCL), Sambalpur, Orissa.
None of these seven subsidiary companies is having the CMD, Coal India Ltd. as its Director.
The action by DoT to reverse the Cabinet decision to hive off mobile tower assets of BSNL into a
separate company, fully owned by BSNL, creates an impression that BSNL has become a subsidiary
company fully owned by BSNL Tower Corporation Ltd. This has renewed the concern among BSNL
employees that DoT ultimately intends to disinvest BSNL. We therefore request you to kindly
intervene immediately and to ensure that Cabinet decision is not tampered with by the Department
of Telecommunications according to its whims and wishes.”
11.5 On 11.05.2018, we again sought the intervention by the Prime Minister by writing to him on behalf
of the Organisation of BSNL Unions and Associations that “The Articles of Association of BSNL Tower
Corporation Limited, under Para 130 provides that “CHAIRMAN (a) So long as the Company remains a
subsidiary of BSNL, Chairman BSNL will also act as its Chairman or the BSNL may nominate a Director as
Chairman of the Director's meetings and determine the period for which he is to hold office. Contrary to
this, DoT, which does not have any power to appoint the CMD of the subsidiary company of BSNL, has
overstepped its powers and appointed Shri Amit Yadav as CMD of the newly formed subsidiary company,
the BSNL Tower Corporation Limited. Thus it has usurped the powers assigned to CMD BSNL in nominating
a Director as Chairman of the subsidiary company for a specified period.”
11.6 Meanwhile the unions and associations led by the union which had declared that they did not oppose
subsidiary tower company were organising protests ‘opposing the formation of tower company’ (which has
already been formed), sometimes including it as one of the demands in the struggle. They gave a call for
walk out from office and rallies on 28.5.2018, the day BSNL Board was to have its meeting in Hyderabad,
protesting against the intention of the Management to hold the Board of Directors meeting at Hyderabad on
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28.05.2018, may be to implement the directive of the DoT with regards to make the Subsidiary Tower
Company operational. Later they withdrew the call on the stated plea of CMD BSNL that the item of
Subsidiary Tower Company is not there in the agenda for the BSNL Board meeting to be held at Hyderabad
on 28-05-2018.
11.7 It is learnt now that M/S ITI Ltd has received an Advanced Work Order from BSNL for the Operation
& Maintenance and Sales & Marketing of the passive infrastructure of 6945 BTS sites of BSNL’s GSM Network
in UP (East), UP (West), Uttarakhand and Tamilnadu. The order is for a period of five years. We have
information that leaders of the All BSNL Unions and Associations were well aware that “BSNL Board meeting
held at Hyderabad on 28.5.2018 approved 18000 crore tender for the O&M and comprehensive AMC OF
33000 towers of BSNL for 10 years. The tender was awarded to ITI Mahendra and two other companies. “
11.8 The matter of Advance Work Order issued to ITI Ltd has come to our notice only a few days back and
we are collecting the details.

12.0 RESTORATION OF LTC, LEAVE ENCASHMENT WHILE AVAILING LTC AND MEDICAL CLAIM
WITHOUT VOUCHER FOR OUTDOOR TREATMENT:

12.1 BSNL had withdrawn leave encashment while availing All India LTC/Home Town LTC for all categories
of BSNL employees including absorbed / directly recruited /on deputation, deemed deputation, vide its letter
No. 7-8/2010/EF/Part/1 dated 5.9.2011. Through the same letter, it announced that All India LTC was frozen
for two years for all BSNL employees and officers except those who were retiring during the period. The
facility of medical claim ‘without voucher’ for outdoor treatment was also withdrawn through the same
letter.
12.2 Although the freeze on All India LTC was announced for two years, the freeze continues even after
seven years, depriving BSNL employees of the facility of All India LTC. But during the same period, officers
on deputation/deployment in BSNL have been allowed the facility along with leave encashment, for which
BSNL has been making payment in accordance with a clarification issued by DoPT. This amounts to clear
discrimination. We have again taken up the issue with Hon’ble MOSC. While the facility of medical claim
‘without voucher’ for outdoor treatment has been restored for retired employees, the facility still eludes the
serving employees.
12.3 Meanwhile BSNL issued orders on 1.1.2018 allowing calculation of annual ceiling on revised pay @
78.2% fixation for upto 23 days w.e.f. 1.4.2018. We requested restoration of 25 days as ceiling limit but same
has been turned down by the Management.

13.0 GRANTING UPGRADATION TO E6 PAY SCALE FOR EXECUTIVES WORKING AS DGM ON
ADHOC BASIS UNDER BSNL EXECUTIVE PROMOTION POLICY 2007:

13.1 Executives working as DGM (Adhoc) were being denied time bound upgradation to E6 pay scale citing
a clarification issued by BSNL Corporate Office vide letter No.400-66/2011-Pers.I dated 25 th July 2012 (Copy
Enclosed) on applicability of Foot Note-1 under Schedules IA, IB, IC and ID of BSNL MS RR 2009 which states
that “Any other level executives viz. DGM and above are not eligible for consideration under the EPP as their
time bound upgradation to NF grades is clearly enshrined in the BSNL MS RR-2009.”
13.2 We have been taking up this issue repeatedly since 2016 and finally we put up the argument that 'As
there is no provision for DGM (Adhoc) in BSNL MS RR, therefore the term ‘DGM’ in the above clarification is
to be taken as Regular DGM. The substantive grade of Adhoc DGM is to be treated as Regular STS and these
executives should be given the benefit of upgradation upto E6 scale as provided in the BSNL EPP 2007.
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13.3 On 08.04.2018 in a meeting with GM (Pers) we told him that this issue is pending from 2016 but till
date no action has been taken to issue necessary clarification by pers section. We told GM (Pers) that due to
wrong interpretation of an earlier clarification issued by Personnel section on 25.07.20012, not only field
units but also BSNL CO is not allowing financial upgradation from E5 to E6 to DGM(Adhoc). GM (Pers)
immediately called AGM (Pers-Policy) and asked him about the status of the issue. AGM told him that issue
was submitted to MC but till date no decision has taken by the MC. GM (Pers) gave instruction to AGM (PersPolicy) to submit the issue once again so that clarification can be issued.
13.4 Finally orders were issued on 11.6.2018 clarifying that the Gr. 'B' absorbees working as DGM on
adhoc basis (availing E5 pay scale) shall be eligible for consideration of time bound pay upgradation to E6
pay scale under the EPP if otherwise eligible on the same consideration as being done for other executives.

14.0 PAY FIXATION MATTERS RELATING TO BSNL EMPLOYEES - ISSUE OF INCREMENT ON
REGULAR PROMOTION TO A SCALE:
14.1 On 5.7.2017 DoT issued orders rescinding Para 1.II (v) of BSNL OM dated 18th January 2007 regarding
grant of an extra increment on post-based promotion under EPP.

14.2 On 25.7.2017 we wrote to CMD that 'P&T Audit/DoT will also have to be reminded of such double
fixation still available in all Central Government departments including DoT for promotion from Sr.Accounts
Officer to JTS of Accounts and Finance Service Group A. Similar fixation was also extended in the 90’s to the
Engineering wing of DoT for promotion from Lateral JTO to SDE. A copy of the letter from Controller of
Defence Accounts dated 13.1.2010, conveying the clarification from Ministry of Finance, Department of
Expenditure that “since both the feeder and promotional post have the identical pay structure of Grade Pay
Rs 5400/- in the pay band 3, pay fixation on promotion of Sr. Accounts Officers of DAD to JTS of IDAS Group
'A' will be done by granting them one increment equal to 3% of the sum of the pay in the pay band and the
existing grade pay and rounding it off to the next multiple of 10” is enclosed.'

14.3

Some individuals and associations approached different CATs and PCAT Delhi issued an order on
21.12.2017 quashing the DoT letter dated 5.7.2017. Subsequently BSNL issued instructions on 11.5.2018
asking circles to settle pay/pension cases of affected executives and intimate CCAs concerned accordingly.

15.0

REVISION OF PAY SCALE OF RAJBASHA ADHIKARI:

15.1 We have been pursuing the issue since the year 2013. Pay scale of Rajbhasha Adhikari working in
BSNL was required to be upgraded at par with ADOL working in DOT as both cadres are identical and some
ADOL opted for absorption in BSNL from DOT. 6th Central Pay Commission (CPC) had recognized the parity
of all the official language positions including ADOL in various Ministries and Departments and had
recommended uniform pay scales for the ADOL across the Departments in the 6th CPC which was accepted
by the Ministry of Finance vide Department of Expenditure OM No.1/1/2008-IC dated 24.11.2008. Later
Dept. of Official Language vide its letter No.15/42 /2O73-Ra.Ba.(Services) dated 2.5.2013 had also advised
grant of the revised scales to ADOL and equivalent posts existing in their subordinate offices.
15.2 On 26.6.2018, DoT has issued orders approving upgradation of pay scales of Rajbasha Adhikari from
E1 to E2 effective from 1.10.2000 notionally and actually from the date of issue of orders by BSNL.

16.0 EXTENSION OF BENEFITS TO DEPARTMENTAL OFFICIALS SELECTED AGAINST DIRECT
RECRUIT JTO QUOTA WHO HAD APPLIED THROUGH PROPER CHANNEL – OPTION FOR FIXATION
OF PAY IN REVISED SCALE ON DATE OF PROMOTION:

16.1 We took up the issue of TTAs who applied for JTO DR Recruitment of 2007 through proper channel,
as departmental outsider and got selected to the post. After training they were appointed on various dates
as JTO in the year 2009. As wage revision of non-executives was not in place at that time, they got their pay
fixed in the pre-revised JTO scale of 9850-250-14600 on the date of their promotion to JTO grade. Later,
when Pay revision w.e.f. 1.1.2007 for non-executive employees was ordered vide BSNL letter No.1-16/2010-
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PAT (BSNL) dated 7.5.2010, it was provided under Para 3.6 that “The non-executives can opt for the revision
of pay on 01.01.2007, or from the date of promotion after 01.01.2007, or from the date of next increment
in the existing scale. The option under this shall be exercised in writing in the form as per Annexure- ll so
as to reach the authority within a period of three months from the date of issue of this order.” It was also
clarified vide BSNL letter No. 1 -37/2010-PAT(BSNL) dated 18.5.2011 that “the Non-executives, who got
promotion/financial upgradation under ACP Scheme from Non-executive grade to Executive grade
between the period 1.1.2007 i.e. the date of revision of IDA pay scales and 7.5.2010 i.e. the date of issuance
of Office Order No.1-16/2010-PAT(BSNL) may be allowed to exercise of option for fixation of pay in the
revised pay from the date of their promotion/financial up-gradation under ACP Scheme.”
16.2 But vide BSNL letter No.1-07/2012-PAT (BSNL) dated 28.3.2012, another clarification was issued that
“The matter has been examined and it is hereby clarified that the appointment given under direct
recruitment outside quota after tendering technical resignation by the employee cannot be treated as
promotion. Therefore, such employees are not entitled for exercising the option for fixation of pay in terms
of the para 3.6 of this office order dated 07.05.2010”, thereby denying the benefit of option for pay fixation
in the revised scale on the date of promotion from non-executive to executive scale in respect of
departmental outsiders.”
16.3 We have taken up this issue pointing out that the clarification is not based on any rules but merely
based on an assumption that ‘appointment’ under DR quota is not ‘promotion’ and that that other CPSEs
consider such ‘appointment’ as ‘promotion’. We have also cited a response from the Ministry of Finance,
Department of Expenditure in response to a clarification sought for by CSIR, where the DOE has clarified that
"When a serving employee applies for higher post through proper channel in response to an
advertisement, his appointment to the post applied for cannot be treated as an initial appointment. “ We
are continuously to pursue the issue.

17.0

PAY FIXATION OF TTAS OFFICIATING AS JTO UNDER FR 22 (I)(A)(i):

17.1 PCAT Delhi had given an order on 26.8.2010 in OA 1282/2010 directing BSNL to fix the pay of
officiating JTOs under FR 22 (I)(a)(i). As the benefit was allowed only to the applicants, AIBSNLOA filed OA in
Principal CAT Delhi praying extension of the benefits to our members also with members from Tamilnadu
and West Bengal Circles as other applicants. Finally, BSNL issued orders on 17.2.2017 allowing the benefit to
our members also.

18.0

FINANCIAL HEALTH OF BSNL:

18.1 According to recent reports, “Net percentage subscriber additions of BSNL is the highest at 11.5% in
2017-18, while industry statistics revealed that competitors Bharti Airtel grew at 9.5%, Vodafone at 3.8% and
Idea at 3.2% during the same period. The net user additions reflect that over 11.3 million have joined BSNL’s
network from rivals in 2017-18. This comes at a time when the industry continues to be in the grip of an
intense war for subscribers, triggered by Reliance Jio’s entry in September 2016. Telecom Regulatory
Authority of India (Trai) data puts BSNL’s wireless subscriber base at 111.68 million in March 2018, up from
107.92 million in December 2017 and 101million in March 2017. In the same time, market leader Bharti Airtel
rose from 273.6 million to 308.7 million. Mukesh Ambani-owned Jio’s disruptive foray has hurt revenue and
profitability of incumbents including Airtel, with smaller telcos such as Reliance Communications and Tata
Teleservices being forced to exit the sector, and Aircel declaring bankruptcy. BSNL too has been affected by
competition, posting Rs 4,785 crore as provisional and unaudited net loss in 2017-18, compared with Rs 4,786
crore net loss in 2016-17. Revenue for the year ended March 31 2018 fell to Rs 27,818 crore from Rs 31,533
crore a year earlier.
18.2 In spite of the 11.3 million additions, the revenue drop has been phenomenal. This is mainly due to
BSNL aggressively matching tariff by tariff and plan by plan in all segments. According to our CMD “With
consolidation taking place, there will be a scenario of 3 private+ 1 (BSNL) PSU operator. This should stabilise
the tariff, therefore further downslide in topline revenue would not be there. However, to return to the
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revenue figure of September 2016 quarter in wireless segment, I feel it should take 5 to 6 quarters more.
18.3 “BSNL has not only withstood the pressure but has consolidated its position in last 3 years. The
market share has increased from 7.96 per cent on March 2015 to 9.4 per cent on January 2018 in wireless
segment. As BSNL is not in Delhi and Mumbai and if we exclude it then corresponding increase in market
share has grown from 8.65 per cent as on March 2015 to 10.2 per cent on January 2018. In March 2018, we
provided 4 million gross connections. We have been MNP positive since last 3 financial years with more than
7 lakh net positive each year in 2016-17 and 2017-18. With large volume of additions in mobile connections
day by day, BSNL definitely aspires to be amongst top three players.”
18.4 A few days back DoT has accepted BSNL proposal and is in the process to allow spectrum in the 2100
Mhz band to run 4G services and BSNL would be able to launch high-speed Long-Term Evolution (LTE) services
soon.
18.5 While these are the positive aspects, BSNL CO has recently re-fixed the date of disbursement of
salary, linking it to monthly cash flow. However, salary for July and August were made in time as Sales &
Marketing teams of circles were able to generate sufficient cash flows. Reimbursement of medical claims
has been bearing the brunt. It is a fact that due to non-payment of temporary advance, Executives are
spending thousands of rupees from their own pocket without knowing how long it will take for adjusting the
accumulating personally spent huge amounts.
18.6 While we are sure that BSNL will survive the competition and turn profitable in the near future, the
present day difficulties are to be seriously discussed and a solution found. As we have done in the past, we
may have serious discussions in this meeting on innovative methods for marketing our products and submit
our suggestions to the Management. Let all of us take up the role of marketing managers, marketing our
products in our apartment, area, among friends and relatives, in whatever possible manner.

19.0 PRINTING OF DIARY:

19.1 Printing and supply of diary has become an arduous job as we are not able to know the exact
requirement till December end and sometimes requests coming even in January. Later, realization of the
amount from the consignees too is found to be very difficult and in very slow pace. While in some Circles,
the administration itself pays for the diaries, in some circles, the association has to pay from its own funds.
Unless requirement is known by November end, deciding the numbers to be printed and deciding the cost
will be difficult. Printer is also facing difficulties in procuring materials if order is not placed in advance and
non-availability of labour during Pongal holidays in Tamilnadu from 14th January onwards. Based on the
above information, a decision may be taken in this meeting regarding printing of diary for 2019.

20.0 NEXT ALL INDIA CONFERENCE:

20.1 Our last AIC was held at Kolkata on April 10th and 11th 2015. It is already overdue. We cannot
postpone holding it any further. The venue of next AIC should be decided in this CWC meeting.

21.0. FINANCIAL STATUS:
21.1 After the membership verification, the facility of deduction of subscription was extended to all the
participating associations and later to even a non-participating association. Since we had members in circles
where a circle body does not exist, we requested the Management to deposit the entire subscription amount
to CHQ Account so that CHQ will take the role of distributing the amount to the circles and SSAs. CHQ is yet
to distribute the amount already received to the circles and SSAs. A decision on the methodology for
distributing the shares of circles and districts may be taken in the meeting.

22.0

CONCLUSION:

22.1 I still have the strong view that Membership Verification of Executives in BSNL alone, when no other
CPSE has conducted one, is against the rules, norms and established procedures, although we failed to get
the court to intervene. Holding the election without ensuring level playing field, when two associations which
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were enjoying the facilities for more than ten years and were continued to be treated as special even till the
election, was just mockery of the democratic process. I continue to believe that BSNL Management is the
sole winner and the Executives are the losers. When concerns were expressed about the post-election status
of AIBSNLOA, I had been saying in all our meetings that even after Membership Verification, the Right to be
Heard cannot be taken away, as this has been guaranteed by the Constitution of India. I had been taking up
the issue both before and after the verification. Vindicating our stand, BSNL SR section issued orders giving
clear instructions to all the Circles that “management at different levels has to hear all the
Unions/Associations of BSNL employees though not recognised and resolve the issues of their members.”
22.2 Two years after the verification, we are here to stay with the same intent and focus as before. We
have been meeting senior officers in Corporate office, including the CMD and have been successfully pursuing
various issues. Management also considers our submissions on various issues seriously and has been
implementing them. We have met senior officers almost on daily basis in June and July 2018 to safeguard
the interests of various categories of various grades in getting their due promotion We have been the first
association to raise the issue of affordability clause recommended by 3rd PRC and demanding exemption for
BSNL from the affordability clause, putting forth reasoned arguments. After refusing to toe the line of unions
and associations resorting to strike action, without even making efforts to meet DoT officers or the Minister,
we have not remained idle. Without resorting to gimmicks we have been able to organise like-minded unions
and associations under the banner of Organisation of BSNL Unions and Associations and have been
relentlessly pursuing the 3rd pay revision issue, mobilising the law makers of the country to speak in our
favour. We have been able to settle all individual cases of transfer and postings and other grievances of our
members. Our Circle and SSA bodies have also been successfully raising and settling the day to day issues
faced by our members. Of all, we still carry the image of ‘decent, straight forward, honest and rational
association with constructive approach.’
22.3 It is true that the majority of the executives prefer to be silent although they are aware that their
associations care only for the privileged members and every move of those associations is meant to protect
the interests of those holding high positions. They feel it is safe to be with the majority whether the majority
is right or wrong. We should understand that this is a natural human trait. People tend to follow the pack
no matter how ridiculous it may be. It is not so much about good and evil, right and wrong, smart or stupid.
It is because human brain gets confused between what it sees and what others tell us. And mostly the brain
believes that what it sees may not be correct but what others tell us is correct. This is what we have to take
note of. It is not enough that our activists and members are aware of our efforts and success in important
issues. We should tell others what is right and about our actions in the right path. And keep on telling. We
should ensure that the facts reach everyone – through personal talk, notice board, printed pamphlets and
posters. I would request all the office bearers to put their act together and work hard to gain the confidence
of the executives and enroll them as our members. After all, ‘numbers’ does matter for resolving major
issues.
Let me conclude with the quote by famous Naturalist E.O.Wilson:

You are capable of more than you know.
Choose a goal that seems right for you and
strive to be the best, however hard the path.
Aim high, behave honourably.
Prepare to be alone at times, and to endure failure.
Persist!
The world needs all you can give.
Thank You!
Rakesh Sethi
General Secretary
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